Abstract-We present a novel formulation of the multiple object tracking problem which integrates low and mid-level features. In particular, we formulate the tracking problem as a quadratic program coupling detections and dense point trajectories. Due to the computational complexity of the initial QP, we propose an approximation by two auxiliary problems, a temporal and spatial association, where the temporal subproblem can be efficiently solved by a linear program and the spatial association by a clustering algorithm. The objective function of the QP is used in order to find the optimal number of clusters, where each cluster ideally represents one person. Evaluation is provided for multiple scenarios, showing the superiority of our method with respect to classic tracking-by-detection methods and also other methods that greedily integrate low-level features.
INTRODUCTION
D ETECTING and tracking people in a video is an important task of computer vision, and its output is used in many applications such as autonomous driving, video surveillance or activity recognition. A common approach to recover the trajectories of multiple people is tracking-bydetection: first a person detector is applied to each individual frame to find the putative locations of people. Then, these hypotheses are linked across frames to form trajectories. By building on the advances in person detection over the last decade, tracking-by-detection has been very successful [1] , [2] , [3] . But, at the same time, the dependence on detection results -typically bounding boxes -is also a main limitation. State-of-the-art object detectors [4] , [5] , [6] perform well in not too crowded environments, but they still consistently fail in the presence of significant occlusions.
Although "connecting the dots" supplied by a pedestrian detector is convenient, a lot of potentially important information is lost along the way. In particular, the tracker does not use the actual image data, except sometimes in the form of rather weak appearance models to discriminate different people. Recently, a number of approaches have proposed to step away from the standard paradigm [7] , [8] , [9] and instead tackle the tracking problem more directly, going straight from low-level image cues to trajectories. Instead of using detections they base their processing on low-or mid-level information such as dense point tracks [10] or space-time supervoxels [11] , thus also moving closer to the related problem of motion segmentation.
In this paper, we propose a principled global formulation to integrate low-and mid-level features for multi-target tracking. We cast the coupled problems of (i) temporally Manuscript received July, 2016 linking features into feature tracks, (ii) grouping them into individual moving targets (persons), as one single quadratic program (QP) with linear constraints. Solving the QP directly is computationally and memory infeasible, therefore we approximate the problem by solving two subproblems: The temporal linking can be solved efficiently and optimally by linear programming relaxation, whereas the grouping of features into individual persons is found with spectral clustering. In this paper, we use detections as mid-level features and dense point tracklets (DPTs) as low-level features, since both are commonly used together in the literature, and therefore we can directly compare with state-ofthe-art methods. Low-level features generally provide very accurate motion information, while mid-level features like detections provide the necessary structure information. To summarize, the contribution of the present paper is threefold:
• We propose a global formulation for the integration of mid-and low-level features for multi target tracking. The problem is cast as a quadratic program (QP) with linear constraints, coupling the problems of (i) linking features into tracks and (ii) grouping them into individual moving targets (persons).
• Given that the initial QP is NP-hard and computationally too expensive to solve, we propose an approximation using a decomposition into an efficient linear program and a clustering step.
• We propose to use the QP objective function to robustly determine the number of clusters, which is always a delicate step in other approaches.
Related work
Tracking-by-detection. Multiple people tracking is a key problem for tasks such as surveillance or activity recognition. Tracking-by-detection has become the standard way of solving it. The problem is split into two steps: object detection and data association. In crowded environments, where occlusions are common, even state-of-the-art detectors [4] , [12] , [13] suffer from many false alarms and/or missed detections. The focus of data association is to overcome these detection failures, by filtering out false alarms and filling in the gaps due to false negatives. While the data association step can be solved on a frame-by-frame basis [14] , or one track at a time [15] , recent work has shown that it is beneficial to jointly solve it over all tracks and all frames. This is usually done in discrete space, using Linear Programming (LP) [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] or graphtheoretic methods like generalized clique graphs [20] or maximum weight-independent sets [21] , although there are also continuous formulations [2] . Most of these methods can be solved optimally, though some not efficiently, as they require the use of expensive decomposition methods [22] , [23] .
All the aforementioned works are tracking-by-detection methods and rely on a fixed set of detections as input. This has the drawback that much of the image information is discarded during the non-maxima suppression step built into any detector, potentially ignoring semi-occluded objects. There have been some attempts to include additional evidence, by starting from weaker candidate detections and coupling detection and trajectory estimation [24] , using individual part responses of DPM [25] , creating dedicated detector for occluded people [26] , or learning frequent occlusion patterns [27] . Still, the basic problem remains, namely that the tracker is completely dependent on the detector output, and has no access to the potentially much richer image data. We argue that tracking should be based on both mid-level features, such as a detector output, and low-level image information.
Tracking from low-level features. In the recent literature, several works have started incorporating low-level image features for the task of multi-target tracking. Few works use supervoxels as input for tracking, obtaining as a byproduct a silhouette of the pedestrian. In [9] , supervoxels are labelled according to target identities with greedy propagation, starting from manually initialised segmentation masks. Greedy propagation tends to fail in crowded scenarios, leading to long trajectories that often switch from person to person or from person to background. Furthermore, the method needs manual initial segmentation masks. In [7] , supervoxel labeling is formulated as CRF inference, where the targets are modelled as volumetric "tubes" through the sequence. Here, we propose to assemble the tracking solution from the linking and clustering problem which is much more efficient, and can integrate motion information over much longer time windows than [7] . In [28] , the fusion of head and people detections to improve tracking performance is discussed. To this end, a quadratic program is used to model non-maxima suppression as well as a simple overlap consistency between the different features. In contrast to our method, their model is designed to consider co-occurrences of active features only. Our formulation directly models the grouping of features to different persons, which is more appropriate for the tracking task, allowing to ensure consistency within each cluster. Note, that the input size of features and number of constraints in [28] is much smaller, allowing them to solve the relaxed version of the quadratic problem. Since we leverage DPTs, it is computationally not feasible to use their solver. Also in the extension [29] to motion segmentation using superpixels, the per-person consistency is not considered. There are several works that use dense point tracks or KLT tracks together with detections to improve tracking performance. Close to our work is [30] , where authors use the KLT feature tracker [31] as motion model to guide detection tracks frame-by-frame. The main difference to our method is that the treatment of both features is different, since each one has a specific purpose within their tracking framework. In contrast, we propose a holistic formulation, where both feature types can equally influence trajectory extraction. Let us consider the case where a bounding box is wrongly surrounding two people. In [30] , the KLT features would just provide conflicting information, but would not be able to generate two trajectories out of one bounding box at that point in time. In contrast, the DPTs in time would be clustered into two different clusters, therefore creating two trajectories. Another related work is that of [32] , where multi-target tracking is formulated as a clustering of dense feature tracks [10] . This method suffers from two main problems: (i) the automatic choice of the number of clusters on the basis of the eigengap is unstable, and (ii) individual tracks are typically very short on moving objects and have a low temporal overlap among each other, which destabilises the clustering and makes it impossible to recover from occlusion. Follow up work was presented in [8] , where dense point tracklets are combined with detection-based tracklets in a two-step approach. In contrast, we propose a global optimization formulation to integrate low-and mid-level features, so as to take full advantage of the strength of both. The fact that we link the dense point tracklets across time to obtain longer, but nevertheless reliable tracks, makes it possible for us to track even through occlusions, unlike [8] . Recently, [33] used interest point trajectories to create a more accurate affinity measure to associate detections.
TRACKING WITH MULTI-LEVEL FEATURES
In this section, we present a formulation for the multi-target tracking problem which uses as input not only mid-level features such as detections, but also low-level features, e.g. dense point tracklets (DPTs) [10] . Our goal is to define a common framework in which both features can be coupled to obtain a single set of trajectories that leverages the information of both feature channels. Dense point tracks [10] are capable of following a pedestrian even under partial occlusion, while detections give us the necessary structured information to distinguish pedestrians walking with a similar motion. Fig. 1 demonstrates the advantage of this concept.
We formulate the multi-target tracking problem as a quadratic program (QP) where we couple: (i) temporal association of low-and mid-level features into feature tracks, (ii) spatial clustering of low-level features in accordance to the structure provided by the mid-level features (ideally one cluster per person). Since such QP is NP-hard, we propose a decomposition that allows to find an approximate solution much more efficiently.
Temporal association with linear programming
We first focus on the temporal association of features into feature tracks. Let M c = {m subject to edge capacity constraints, flow conservation at the nodes (3b), (3c) and exclusion constraints. See [17] for further details.
The flags f 
where V max is the maximum speed of a pedestrian in pixels, A max is the maximum appearance distance we allow, and F max is the maximum time gap. Eq. (1) is the classic integer linear programming (ILP) formulation, which has been extensively used in multiple object tracking with detections as features. After relaxation to a linear program it can be efficiently solved using Simplex [17] or k-shortest paths [19] .
Quadratic terms for spatial association
For detections, the formulation of Eq. (1) already provides suitable pedestrian trajectories. Nonetheless, since we also work with low-level features such as DPTs, a straightforward application of Eq. (1) would yield many DPTs per pedestrian. We therefore need to impose further constraints, so as to obtain larger clusters of coherent tracks which coincide with the detections. Roughly speaking, we want to combine DPT tracks which are close to each other and run in parallel, meaning they likely follow the same person. At the same time, we want to allow two DPT tracks to belong to different clusters, if they only approach each other for a short period of time, e.g., when two people cross. Note, that it is in this step where the different features are coupled. We encode these conditions in the form of a quadratic term in the objective function, and an extra set of linear constraints. The goal now is to find the set of full trajectories S * = {S m } which cluster tracks T into pedestrians. This is expressed by the following quadratic problem:
subject to
The aforementioned constraints are created for all indices i, j in the corresponding index sets, which we omitted for clarity. Let d LP and d QP define the number of linear and quadratic costs, respectively. The flag vector f is decomposed into the flags f
dLP for the temporal association and f QP ∈ {0, 1} dQP for the spatial association, so
Using the costs defined in (1), we set c = c
[C] LP 0 T . Now Q provides the costs for two features' spatial compatibility. We derive it from an affinity matrix W Spatial that is described in detail in Sec. 3. Given W Spatial , we transform it into Q Spatial := −2W Spatial + 1, so that Q Spatial (i, j) ∈ [−1, 1], for all i, j, Finally, we construct the complete quadratic cost matrix via
have N cl copies of Q Spatial on the diagonal, N cl is an upper bound on the number of clusters. Accordingly, we have
, where F denotes the number of all feature tracks. Now, for each k
is the cost of assigning both nodes i and j to cluster k.
Coupling LP and QP terms through the constraints. The constraint (3d) guarantees that each active tracklet i (i.e., f c d (i) = 1) is assigned to exactly one cluster. Whenever tracklet i and j both appear in the same cluster k, the variables f QP (i, k) and f QP (j, k) will both be active, and the cost Q(i, j) will be applied. If only one of the tracklets is assigned to the cluster, e.g. f QP (i, k) = 0 and f QP (j, k) = 1, the resulting cost will be zero. This definition of costs will drive the optimization towards a solution which is temporally consistent according to the temporal costs in c f , and at the same time will try to cluster similar tracklets, which are likely to belong to the same moving object.
Eqs. (3e) and (3f), on the other hand, guarantee the temporal consistency of the clusters. That is, if tracklets i and j are linked in time by edge f c t (i, j), then both tracklets belong to the same cluster k. Note that the linear and quadratic terms are coupled through the three constraints (3d), (3e), and (3f).
Final trajectories. Finally we create a pedestrian trajectory S m for each cluster if it contains features from both categories (detections and DPTs). DPTs on the background are grouped into outlier clusters (since no detections are associated with them) which are then removed. Details are described in Sec. 3.3. Conceptually, DPTs help to distinguish multiple people (with different motion) inside the same bounding box and detections help in distinguishing people who have the same motion pattern but are inside different detections. Due to the constraints (3d)-(3f) consistency between the feature categories is ensured.
Approximation of the problem
The program defined in Eq. 3 has one practical drawback: as a quadratic program it is NP-hard. We can solve it with branch-and-bound, but this is computationally inefficient and unfeasible even if we process a sequence in small batches. Alternatively, one can convert each quadratic constraint into three linear constraints [34] , bringing the program to linear form. However, the corresponding constraint matrix is not totally unimodular (unlike the constraints of the LP (1)), which means that its LPrelaxation is not tight, and one is again faced with a NP-hard ILP. One can still relax the integrality constraint, solve the problem, and later apply a rounding scheme as in [35] . Nonetheless, even in that case, the initial linearized problem has millions of constraints even if we track only few pedestrians in few frames, which means finding a solution is computationally infeasible. Finally, one could resort to decomposition methods like dual decomposition [34] or Dantzig-Wolfe [22] , but overall the problem remains unfeasible memory and computation-wise.
Proposed solution. We propose to take advantage of the particular structure of our program and divide the optimization into two steps as shown in Fig. 2 . In the first step, we solve the initial LP of Eq. (1), which will result in a set of low-and mid-level feature tracks T c = {T c n }. In a second step, we approximate the minimization of the quadratic part of the cost function (3), given the linked tracklets by the linear solution. This part can be considered as a correlation clustering problem [36] , which we tried to solve directly. However, the solvers did not terminate even after days of computation, even though applicability on a large scale is suggested [37] .
Since correlation clustering seems to be too expensive for our task, we use a sample-based approach. We generate clusters using spectral clustering [38] , [39] , which is known to provide good quality results, and evaluate it using the quadratic cost function defined by Q.
A key aspect of most clustering methods is the choice of the number of clusters k, which varies from one problem instance to the next, and thus needs to be determined in a data-driven fashion. We propose to choose the best k by computing the set of trajectories for several values of k, and selecting the best of these candidate sets, based on the cost (3) of the full quadratic model. The function (3) describes our complete tracking problem, and is thus more suitable as a quality metric than more heuristic measures for the goodness of a given clustering. In fact, the proposed strategy bears some similarity with "re-ranking" strategies in the field of recognition and detection, which also replace a sophisticated, but computationally costly model with a simpler proxy to obtain a list of candidate solutions, and then rescore those candidates with the full model. In our case decomposing the problem has a further advantage: once feature tracks with high temporal overlap have been found, one can easily extract rich longer-term motion descriptors and consequently obtain a better clustering than with only short feature tracklets [10] or single detections. Using that information is intractable in the integrated model (3), since it would introduce a huge (combinatorial) number of higher-order terms.
CLUSTERING
Using the temporal associations from the decomposed linear program, the tracking formulation (3) simplifies to solving the quadratic costs given the constraints (3d)-(3f). This however can be seen as a clustering problem that is wellapproximated by standard clustering algorithms, e.g., normalized cuts [38] , [39] , where the number of clusters k has to be known a priori. The current state-of-the-art tracking solution [8] that follows a similar clustering approach, is lacking of a good strategy to compute this parameter. A heuristic approach is used, namely several normalized cuts are computed with varying parameters and combine various clusters from different n-cut results to construct the final clusters.
In contrast, we follow a systematic approach with a reduced search space compared to [8] . We propose a computationally reasonable approach to find a proper k, that is derived directly from our problem formulation (3), thus providing a rational parameter inference. Moreover, the number of detection tracklets can be used as a good initial guess for the parameter k. Ideally, each cluster will correspond to a trajectory, composed of several low-level features which will group into the structure provided by the midlevel features. In the following, we discuss our solution in more detail.
Defining the distance matrix
Between any two features tracks T i and T j , we compute an affinity W Spatial (i, j) ∈ [0, 1] according to their motion and spatial consensus. While [8] takes detection tracks as tracking units, we keep their temporal association as a soft constraint, thereby avoiding error propagation from the feature tracks obtained by the LP formulation, i.e. the clustering can implicitly compensate from temporal linking errors.
There are three different types of affinities that we consider: W PP between dense point tracks (detection overlap, distance, speed and angle), W PD between dense point tracks and detection tracks (intersection, distance, speed, angle) and W DD between detections tracks (intersection and DPT overlap). Note that in consistence with the temporal linking, we use only those detections that have not already been removed by the LP in Eq. (1). The entire affinity matrix is then given by
It is worth mentioning that W Spatial can be easily expanded to include more feature categories in a similar manner. Special care has to be taken to define values of W Spatial when the information in the image data is insufficient to define a reasonable affinity value. If we would simply set the affinity to 0, it would mean that the affinity in the absence of any information is lower than if the two trajectories have strongly incoherent clues. Our compromise for such cases is to assign the value 0.5, with the idea that it should not have a tendency for either being clustered or separated in different clusters. The details of the affinity definition can be found in the Appendix.
Cluster evaluation
Once we have a properly set affinity matrix, we can apply normalized cuts to obtain the spatial links. The last question that remains is how to set the number of clusters k correctly. There are heuristics to automatically estimate k, such as [40] , [41] , but these seem to be somewhat problem-specific and did not work well in our case. Instead, we propose to go back to the original quadratic program (3), and use the actual objective of our tracking task to determine the cluster number. The affinity matrix W Spatial is transformed into costs via Q Spatial = −2W Spatial + 1 so that it has costs in [−1, 1]. As minimizing the quadratic costs defined by Q Spatial results in a correlation clustering problem that is hard to solve, we generate cluster samples using spectral clustering in order to minimize the cost function. In particular this means we compute clustering results for different k using spectral clustering. Each result with cluster number k corresponds to a decision vector fk. The optimal number k together with the cluster is then found according to the original objective function via
Trajectory extraction
In order to generate the final trajectories, we first connect the clustered detections. We use the clustered dense point tracks to obtain reliable interpolations between detections and extrapolations, as long as we have reliable dense point tracks in a cluster, indicating the same direction, i.e., having a low variance in their direction. Furthermore, clusters which do not contain detections are considered as outlier clusters, i.e., background DPTs, and are thus ignored.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in three parts: (i) the correctness of the dense point tracklets obtained with LP, (ii) evaluation of the different parts of our method, and (iii) the tracking performance in several publicly available datasets, as well as the challenging MOTChallenge benchmark [42] which contains 11 sequences for testing.
Implementation details.
We process the videos in batches of 50 frames. For each batch, we compute the n-cut result using [38] , [39] . Since n-cut involves a random process, we run the clustering for each cluster parameter 50 times and take the best result, using our cluster evaluation function. All experiments are performed with: σ Dist = 0.4, µ Dist = 0.05 and σ angle = 50. For performance reasons, we filter out a DPT if it does not indicate any motion or if the response of the detection's confidence map indicates that it lies on the background. We used V max = 25 pixel /s, F max = 15 and A max = 20.
Performance evaluation. For the subsequent tracking performance evaluation, we use the popular CLEAR MOT metrics [43] that provide two complementary measures: tracking accuracy (TA), which incorporates missing recall, false alarms and identity switches; and tracking precision (TP) which is a measure of the localization error (overlap of bounding boxes if the evaluation is done in 2D or distance between detections). The overlap to consider a detection a match in the ground truth is 50%. We also quote four popular metrics proposed in [44] . The first two reflect the temporal coverage of true trajectories by the tracker: mostly tracked (MT, > 80% overlap with ground truth) and mostly lost (ML, < 20%), while the third and fourth are the well-known Recall and Precision measures.
Dense point tracks
Firstly, we evaluate the correctness of the dense point tracklets obtained by solving the LP and compare them to the initial DPTs of [10] . For this, we use the Figment dataset [32] , which contains 18 sequences of basketball players and ground truth masks every 7 frames. Making this experiment on a sequence with segmentation masks instead of bounding boxes allows us to make sure that we are not counting as moving object the part of the background that is inside the bounding box. We present three measures: (i) IDsw/traj: that is how many tracks switch from background to person (or viceversa) or between two different players, averaged per track; (ii) Avg. length: average length of a track, measured as a percentage of the total length of the sequence; (iii) Overlap: average number of frames of overlap between tracks.
As we can see in Table 1 , the tracks that we generate are much longer than the ones from [10] , with an average length of almost 80% of the sequence. This comes at the expense of a few identity switches (or leaking as referred to in [8] ), showing that the proposed tracks are robust enough for clustering. More importantly, the overlap between tracks is increased from 0.7 to 5.16 frames, meaning the affinities computed from these tracks are much more meaningful. 
Analysis of the proposed method
In these experiments, we analyze the performance of each of the components of the proposed method. We first perform experiments with the k obtained from the QP objective function, and analyze the contribution of each of the affinities described in the Appendix. We consider several baselines that consists of the following parts:
• LP2D: Using only the standard LP-approach (1) on detections.
• Dist: Using detections and DPTs. As affinities between DPT's the spatial distance (Eq. 8) is considered.
• Det: Using detections and DPTs. As affinities between DPT's the box-driven distance (Eq. 6) is considered.
• Speed: Using detections and DPTs. As affinities between DPT's the speed affinity (Eq. 12) is considered.
• Angle: Using detections and DPTs. As affinities between DPT's the angle affinity (Eq. 13) is considered.
Furthermore, we compare to [8] (Greedy), which also incorporates detections and dense points tracks, but computes the number of clusters in a greedy fashion. As datasets we use 6 sequences: TUD-Stadtmitte, PETS09-S2L1, S2L2, S2L3, S1L1-2, S1L2-1 and report the average performance over the 6 sequences given as MOTA score in Table 2 . As we can see, our search approach for the optimal number of clusters clearly outperforms the greedy one, by more than 15%. Furthermore our coupling formulation of low-and mid-level features can successfully integrate information from both channels, and thus improves over a tracking system that is based on detections only (LP2D) by more than 3%. Finally, Table 2 shows that clustering feature tracks leverages from the combination of all defined affinities, i.e. we can successfully group DPTs belonging to the same person by taking distance and motion information into consideration.
Choosing the best k for spectral clustering. We also evaluated if we can correctly find the best number of clusters with our QP formulation. To this end, we vary the number k of clusters around the number k, chosen by our method and compute the averaged MOTA score on the 6 sequences. As shown in Fig. 3 , our method automatically selects the number of clusters that provides the best tracking accuracy.
Multiple people tracking
Finally, we evaluate the proposed method against state-ofthe-art trackers on 35 sequences. For all experiments, we use only publicly available detections and ground truth, and use the evaluation scripts from [42] . We compare to several state-of-the-art methods, drawing special attention to:
• Comparison with [8] , [30] : both methods use detections as well as low-level trajectories (DPTs and KLT feature tracks, respectively).
• Comparison to LP2D: trajectories obtained by using only the Linear Program part of our algorithm, which links detections using image (2D) information.
The first set of sequences of our experiments is the Urban dataset [8] . This contains 17 urban crowded scenes filmed from a pedestrian's viewpoint, which creates complex occlusions and pedestrians of various sizes cross the field of view of the camera. This is why standard detectors [45] struggle to find the pedestrians in these sequences, and why accuracy is in general low. We convert the ground truth of [8] from segmentation masks to bounding boxes, so that we can compare with the aforementioned metrics. The results are shown in Table 3 . Note, that even though both methods presented use low-and mid-level features, we outperform the method in all measures, specially reducing the identity switches from 173 to 28. Next we test 6 sequences: TUD-Stadtmitte, PETS09-S2L1, S2L2, S2L3, S1L1-2, S1L2-1. As shown in Table 4 , top part, we outperform all methods in tracking accuracy (TA). We track significantly more trajectories and have less identity switches than competing methods. Note that [8] , that also uses low-level features, has less ID switches, but its tracking accuracy is 15% lower than our method and it is able to track less than half of our trajectories (MT), proving that our proposed formulation is much superior at combining low-and mid-level features. We also compare our method on AVG-TownCentre [30] , a sequence of a busy city center filmed from a high viewpoint, with detections from [30] . As we can see in Table 4 , we outperform [30] , a method that uses low-level features in the form of KLT tracks, by 6 percentage points in accuracy. The precision of the method is higher for [30] because they do bounding box position refinement, while we directly use the bounding boxes output by the detector. We also improve over tracking-bydetection methods like LP2D in accuracy, precision and identity switches.
We also test on the recent MOTChallenge benchmark [42] , which contains 11 sequences for training and 11 for testing. Sequences vary in viewpoint, density of pedestrians as well as moving/static cameras, which makes it extremely hard for trackers to work well in all scenarios. For many of these sequences, pedestrians are very small, a very hard scenario for our tracker as there are very few dense tracks per pedestrian. In Table 5 , we provide the results as shown on the website. We are one of the best performing published algorithms in terms of tracking accuracy. Note, that unlike competing methods, we do not use any type of trajectory post-processing. We want to especially point out that we TABLE 4 Evaluation in image space. Top: Averaged over six sequences: PETS09-S2L1, S2L2, S2L3, S1L1-2, S1L2-1, TUD-Stadtmitte. Bottom:
Results on AVG-TownCentre. 
CONCLUSION
We presented a global formulation for the integration of mid-and low-level features for multi-target tracking. The problem is cast into a quadratic program, which is then decomposed for efficiency into temporal associations with linear programming and spatial associations with spectral clustering. The full objective function of the QP is still used to choose the optimal number of clusters for spectral clustering, which is always a delicate step in other approaches. We showed superior results when compared to trackingby-detection methods and methods that also use low-level features, thus proving the benefits of our formulation. As future work, we plan on exploring the integration of other features. Since the number of affinities grows quadratically with the number of features, we will focus on metric learning for the affinity computation.
Having defined these affinities we finally set
A2. Affinities between a dense point track and a detection
Given a dense point track T i and a detection d j of a detection track T j , we compare them in two ways. First, we check for spatial intersection: If F(i, j) = ∅, we set
For the case F(i, j) = ∅, we set the affinity to 0.5 for the reasons discussed above. Furthermore, we compute W PD-Link (i, j) using the same terms as described for W PP . Finally, we combine the two terms:
A3. Affinities between detections
Comparison between detections is driven by the detection tracks as well as intersecting dense point tracks. Let T (d i ) be the set of dense point tracks intersecting d i and 
A second term compares the whole span of the tracks: 
Finally, we set W DD = W DD-t W DD-l .
